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never solved or even faced, he evaded them. Religion was
lacking/'x In other words, Guizot was a Protestant, who had
actually coupled as " four great French Christians " Saint
Louis and Saint Vincent de Paul with Duplessis-Mornay and
Calvin. To call Calvin a Christian2 showed how incapable
Guizot was of correct judgment. What he really lacked was
to have read Maistre and Bonald. Metternich, on the other
hand, whom he met in 1849,° was " a charming man, so calm,
so moderate. He thinks L'Univers is along the right road. He
is a compassionate Christian man, honest and intelligent."
While hating, as in duty and logic bound, Democrats and
Protestants, Veuillot reserved his most bitter complaints for
those who thought they could reconcile Catholicism with
Liberal ideas, and the essence of his thought is perhaps to be
found in his Illusion liberals^ an essay which so greatly pleased
Pope Pius IX. that he told the author it expressed exactly
his own ideas." 4 The " illusion " is to think of Liberalism and
Catholicism as reconcilable terms : the true " Liberal Catholic "
is neither Liberal nor Catholic, for he has no true notion either
of Liberty or of the Church. He is a sectarian, that is his real
name. His mind is a mixture of Lamennais and of Proudhon,
and his practice is in fact to force on the Church the
temptation of Our Lord, to worship Satan for the sake of power.
The sole real freedom is the freedom of the Church: where
she is free society cannot but be free. Should the freedom of
the Church be possible only in the midst of general freedom,
then the Church will be free only on condition of seeing erect
before her the freedom of denying and of destroying her, by
means of the legal methods that such an order of things places
in the hands of her enemies. It also means she must give up her
" privileges " (i.e. her rights), because otherwise there would
be no general freedom; with the result that she will lose the
1 Bontoux, Melanges, IV. ii., pp. 195-197.
3 "There was nothing but vice in Calvin," says Veuillot, in Les Par/urns
de Rome, and he brackets elsewhere Judas Iscariot, Marcus Aurelius and
Calvin as " three loathsome men." As to Luther, he was no better than Nero.
3	Fie de L. 7euillot, ii., p. 428. Later events modified this enthusiasm.
4	Ibid., iii., p. 503.
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